Abstract-Caches are an important component of modern computing systems given their significant impact on performance. In particular, caches play a key role in the cloud due to the nature of large-scale, data-intensive processing. One of the key challenges for the cloud providers is how to share the caching capacity among tenants, under the circumstance that each often requires a different degree of quality of service (QoS) with respect to data access performance. The invariant is that the individual tenants' QoS requirements should be satisfied while the cache usage is optimized in a system-wide manner. In this paper, we introduce a learning-based approach for dynamic cache management in a cloud, which is based on the estimation of data access pattern of a tenant and the prediction of cache performance for the access pattern in question. We consider a variety of probability distributions to estimate the data access pattern, and examine a set of learning-based regression techniques to predict the cache hit rate for the access pattern. The predicted cache hit rate is then used to make a decision whether reallocating cache space is needed to meet the QoS requirement for the tenant. Our experimental results with an extensive set of synthetic traces and the YCSB benchmark show that the proposed method consistently optimizes the cache space while satisfying the QoS requirement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Caches are an important component of modern computing systems given their significant impact on the data access performance, which is more critical in a large-scale data processing environment. For example, leading Web service providers such as Google, Facebook and Amazon largely rely on in-memory processing using Memcached [1] , [2] and Redis [3] . Even small-scale providers employ the caching services through Amazon ElastiCache [4] , Memcachier [5] , and so forth. This is because that the efficient use of inmemory caching has a significant impact on the performance as the reading from the storage is much more expensive than from the cache. In addition to the performance benefits, using a cache reduces the load in the back-end data servers giving greater scalability. Since the cloud often requires processing massive data (e.g., for hosting Web or e-Commerce services), in-memory caching is an essential part to improve the data access performance.
As the number of users and network traffic increases, service providers may need to expand the infrastructure. However, adding hardware resources infinitely for better performance is costly and impossible. Thus, it is important to use the limited resources more in an efficient way. In that sense, cache management plays a key role to better utilize the limited cache spaces, in order to maximize the performance and efficiency of data access. Cache management consists of a set of functions including cache space (re)allocation and eviction. In this work, we focus on the problem of cache space optimization under the assumption of the use of in-memory caching in a cloud.
A crucial concern for cache management in a cloud is that the caches are shared by multiple tenants that may have different quality of service (QoS) requirements with respect to data access performance. Thus, it is necessary to meet the per-tenant requirement in addition to the optimal use of the cache in a system-wide manner. A simple technique to deal with this problem is static caching that allocates the exclusively dedicated cache blocks to tenants based on the individual QoS specifications. However, it may not be straightforward to determine how many cache blocks would be needed for a tenant without having the knowledge of data access pattern. Moreover, the access pattern can be changed over time, and the initially assigned cache blocks can be too small violating the performance requirement or too large causing the waste of the limited system resource. Dynamic caching (re)allocates cache space based on the demand of tenants dynamically, and it would be beneficial not only to meet the per-tenant requirement but also to improve the overall system performance. Hence, it is essential to properly capture the demand of cache space when using dynamic caching. Another alternative is to use a global cache shared among tenants but isolation guarantee, which is one of the desirable properties in a cloud, cannot be provided [6] , [7] . In this work, we take dynamic caching into account to deal with the problem of cache management with the benefit of low overhead in the cache replacement time since the interval of cache re-allocation is relatively infrequent and does not need to be performed at every eviction.
For dynamic caching in a cloud, there has been a body of work in the past few years, mainly by estimating the cache performance of individual tenants (or applications) [6] , [8] - [10] , However, previous studies are largely limited with the lack of well-defined models for the estimation of data access patterns and the prediction of cache performance for a given access pattern. With the recent disruptive advance of machine learning technologies, we take a learning-based approach to cache management in a cloud. To estimate data access patterns varied over time, we consider a set of probabilistic distributions (uniform, Gaussian, exponential, and Zipf). The information of the estimated access pattern is then used to predict the cache size to meet the specified data access performance, and we assume the QoS is defined with the required cache hit rate. For this purpose, we examine various regression methods, including Support Vector Regression (SVR), Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), and Fully Connected Neural Network (FCN). Figure 1 shows our process model to implement dynamic caching in a cloud with the aforementioned functions of access pattern estimation and cache performance prediction. For a query-based transaction system, we assume that the access pattern is inferred based on the query key distribution. From the estimated distribution, cache hit rate is predicted to determine the right size of cache space to meet the given QoS requirement. Finally, cache resizing takes place if needed.
The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We formulate a problem of dynamic caching in a cloud, with two objectives of QoS guarantee and optimization of the cache space in the system; • We present a method for the query distribution estimation with a set of probabilistic distributions including normal, Gaussian, exponential, and Zipf. We demonstrate that our estimation method using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS-Test) [11] can yield accurate estimations even with a small number of query samples (≤ 1000 samples), which is beneficial for responding to the temporal pattern changes in a timely manner; • We examine a set of learning-based regression techniques including SVR, GPR, and FCN, to predict the cache hit rate based on the estimated query distribution. Our evaluation supports the effectiveness of the FCN model across the diverse distributions with respect to the prediction performance; • We evaluate our proposed process for dynamic caching with an extensive set of synthetic traces and Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [12] , on a cluster computing system with Open Source Apache Ignite [13] as the inmemory caching infrastructure. The evaluation results confirm that the proposed method consistently optimizes the cache space, maintaining the required cache hit rate as the QoS requirement. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we specify the description of the problem tackled in this study and provide a summary of the closely related studies in the area of cache management in the cloud. Section III presents our proposed process model with the details of the functional elements. We report the evaluation results in Section IV conducted with the synthetic traces and YCSB benchmark tools. Finally, we conclude our presentation in Section V with a summary of the work and future directions. 
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A. Problem Statement
In this work, we assume a cloud system equipped with a large-scale in-memory cache. A tenant loads their data to the cloud and accesses them. We assume a read-many, writerare environment through key-value stores like a database transaction system. Hence, the cache performance is a predominant factor for the overall system performance. The tenant is associated with an agreement (SLA) that specifies a set of QoS requirements including data access performance. In this study, we focus on the cache hit rate to measure the data access performance.
To formulate, we use the notation defined in Table I . A set of tenants T = {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n } exist in the cloud with the total cache space of C. Initially, a cache space C T k is allocated to tenant T k , which can be adjusted over time to meet the specified cache hit rate requirement (H T k ). The current cache hit rate (h T k ) is periodically measured, and our objective is to keep h T k ≥ H T k for the tenant.
It would be easy to guarantee H T k by simply allocating a plenty of cache space to the tenant which would be much greater than the actual need. However, there will be a significant waste of the expensive cache resource in that case. In order to perform the system-wide optimization as well as the minimum QoS guarantee for individual tenants, this work addresses the following optimization problem:
If the system has insufficient free cache space to allocate to a certain tenant, we assume that it is reported to the administrator who conducts the defined policy to deal with such an exceptional situation.
B. Related Work
There exist several interesting studies for in-memory caching in the cloud environment. This section summarizes the most relevant studies to this research with the differences from our work.
Blaze [10] is the first generation work for the data caching in a cloud with the consideration of multiple tenants. The main objective of this work is not only to guarantee the minimum QoS requirement for each tenant but also to maximize the overall cache hit rate. To meet the tenant's QoS goal, the authors proposed to estimate the cache hit rate using a log function (y = a + b log x) based on a least-square fit, where the output (y) is the predicted cache hit rate from the given cache size (x). In this scheme, determining the parameters (a and b) is a non-trivial challenge. More critically, we observed considerable errors from our preliminary experiment, as shown in Figure 2 that compares the measured hit rates and the logbased fitted result for two different access patterns. The figure shows over 10% errors for certain predictions. As will be demonstrated in Section III, it would be hard to fit the hit rates using a simple concave function, and we employ learningbased techniques to provide greater accuracy and flexibility.
There have been some studies utilizing the concept of stack distance [14] to estimate the data access pattern for the cloud cache management. In the SC2 work [9] , a cache space utility model is introduced to maximize the overall cache hit rate in a multi-tenant environment. The cache space utility model is a cumulative distribution function of the stack distance hit histogram. The cumulative curve is then used to figure out the minimum cache space that satisfies the required minimum cache hit rate. A critical problem referencing to stack distances to estimate data access patterns is the heavy complexity to keep shadow eviction queues for incoming requests, in order to track the location of the request to calculate the stack distance.
Dynacache [8] has been proposed to improve the cache hit rates in a multi-application environment. This technique also relies on stack distances to infer the cache hit rate curve, and interestingly, it uses an approximation technique using buckets to reduce the overhead for calculating stack distances. However, the estimation is still expensive when assuming hundreds of applications running in a system. Dynacache defines a metric to identify applications that can be more Architecture for dynamic cache management: Pattern Estimator estimates the distribution of query keys sampled by Profiler for each tenant periodically. Once an estimated distribution information is available, Predictor makes a prediction using a regression model to calculate the tenant's cache hit rate with the currently allocated cache size and the estimated probability distribution. Cache Manager determines whether the tenant's cache needs to be resized or not, based on the prediction result.
benefited from the cache management and stack distances are estimated only for a small set of the identified applications. While beneficial to reference to the stack distance information, it is heavy to calculate and even the approximation is still expensive. We do not rely on stack distances, but employ a set of probability models to estimate tenants' access patterns, with a distribution comparison function. This past work also assumes a simple concave function to predict cache hit rates from the given cache size.
A recent work FairRide [6] tackles a cheating problem that may lead to monopolizing the cache resource by a greedy user. The cheating problem can happen in an environment that the users often access the same data (e.g., utility programs). For example, a greedy user can get a free ride by accessing the shared files already in the cache space loaded by other users. The authors proposed a simple idea to mitigate this problem by imposing a penalty (e.g., delay) to such users. The work in [7] further studies on the problem of fair cache allocation for inmemory analytics to prevent from free-rideing manipulations that may result in poor cache utilization. In this work, we do not deal with a cheating problem, but it may be an interesting topic for future exploration.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
In this section, we present our design to tackle the problem stated in the previous section. Figure 3 shows the proposed architecture for our learning-based dynamic cache management in a cloud. The overall scenario to meet the QoS requirement (i.e., cache hit rate) for each tenant is as follows. Pattern Estimator estimates the distribution of query keys sampled by Profiler for each tenant periodically (e.g., at every k number of samples). Once the estimation result is available, Predictor makes a prediction using a regression function to calculate the tenant's cache hit rate with the currently allocated cache size C T k and the estimated probability distribution d. In Table I , we define the predicted cache hit rate for tenant k as H(C T k , d). Then the predicted hit rate is compared to the minimal requirement (H T k ). Based on the comparison result, Cache Manager determines whether the tenant's cache 
needs to be resized or not. We next discuss the functional components in the proposed model in detail.
A. Query Distribution Estimation
Once a tenant begins to access her data, the system starts estimating the distribution of the keys. A hypothesis here is that the key distribution approximates one of the probabilistic distributions we consider in this study, including uniform, Zipf, exponential, and Gaussian. Past studies assumed a Zipf distribution to model the workload in a cloud and caching [15] - [19] . In the thorough workload study based on cache miss rate [20] , it is observed that many workloads can be modeled using Zipf and uniform distribution. We also take the exponential distribution into account, based on the observation that this distribution would be effective to approximate certain models (e.g., the reference rank model of Internet media objects) [21] . Additionally, we consider Gaussian distributions for estimating the access pattern.
The estimation of distribution takes place through the KS test, which has been broadly employed for comparing empirical distributions [11] . In the KS test, the resulted p-value indicates the similarity of the two distributions in question. In our context, two samples in comparison are: (1) the collection of query samples for a tenant, and (2) the synthetic samples derived from the tenant's key space using a distribution model. A higher p-value indicates the tenant access pattern is closer to the synthetic distribution in comparison.
Estimating the degree of uniformity is straightforward and can be done through a single KS test, since any sample set from the uniform distribution have the identical property. In contrast, measuring the similarity against the non-uniform distributions would be complicated and the property of the samples can be varied by the distribution-specific parameter. For example, a Zipf distribution becomes unique with parameter ρ, based on y ∼ x −ρ . Similarly, the exponential distribution has parameter λ from y ∼ e −λx , and Gaussian is defined with a variance σ in the standard distribution where µ=0. We consider a broad range of values for the distribution-specific parameters for greater accuracy in the estimation process, as summarized in Table II . From the table, the parameter values are ranged from the min to max, which determines the skewness of the distribution. For example, higher ρ and λ values indicate greater skewness for Zipf and exponential, respectively. In contrast, a lower σ implies a greater skewness for Gaussian.
To measure the similarity against the non-uniform distributions, we define a step parameter s = 0.1 as the granularity in comparison. For each non-uniform distribution, a KS test is arranged for a specific parameter value, from the min to max value increased by s. For example, the estimation process runs 16 independent KS tests to measure the similarity against the Gaussian distribution with a σ value from 0.5 to 2.0, incrementing it by s=0.1. The estimation process continues with the exponential and Zipf distributions with their distribution parameter and s. Finally, a distribution with the greatest similarity is chosen as the estimated distribution to model the tenant's access pattern. If the KS test fails to identify a candidate distribution for the given access samples, the uniform distribution is assumed as the access pattern that requires the largest cache space compared to the other distributions as the fallback scenario.
Intuitively, using a larger number of query samples would be helpful for estimating the access pattern more accurately. Table III shows the impact of the number of samples in the estimation process. In the table, stands for the difference between the actual distribution parameter value (p) and the estimated one (p) (i.e., = |p −p|). As seen from the table, it is possible to estimate the distributions correctly only with 200 samples. However, 15% of the estimations show > 0.2, which may lead to a non-negligible error in the next stage for predicting cache hit rates. It becomes quite stable with 1,000 samples or more, and 100% of the estimates are bounded to ≤ 1.0. Since we assume a high access rate (e.g., eCommerce services), collecting 1,000 samples would not be a big deal and could be made within a short time interval.
B. Cache Hit Rate Prediction
Once a query distribution is estimated, the next step in the process model is to predict the cache performance for the tenant in question. Depending on the prediction result, the tenant's cache space can be adjusted to keep up with the data access pattern changes over time. A high degree of accuracy for the prediction is thus essential and the tenant's QoS requirement may not be met otherwise. In this section, we examine a set of regression techniques including SVR, GPR, and FCN, with the metric of MSE (Mean Squared Error) to evaluate the regression performance. For thorough analysis, we employ an extensive set of data sizes and distribution parameter values, summarized in Table IV and Table V . Note that the data sets for training and testing are disjoint without any overlaps, as can be seen from the tables. We also examine the models under the assumption of different cache sizes from 0.1 GB to 4 GB. For simplicity, we assume four bytes for the key field and 100 KB for the value stored in the key-value repository; for example, there exist 10,240 unique keys if the data size is 1 GB (i.e., 1GB 100KB ). To measure actual cache hit rates, we set up a cloud testbed using five servers in a cluster computing system installed with Apache Ignite as the in-memory caching infrastructure. Three nodes are assigned for the cache service, and one node each for a client and backend database server. The detailed information regarding our experimental settings can be found in Section IV-A.
1) SVM Regression (SVR): SVM has been widely employed for classification and regression [22] - [24] . To predict the cache hit rate, the first regression model we examined is SVM regression (SVR). We assumed the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel and the standard scaler for normalization 1 . A tricky part using SVR is to tune a set of parameters to optimize. We examined SVR with an extensive set of the values for the penalty parameter (C) and the kernel coefficient parameter (γ): 10 −3 ≤ C ≤ 10 7 and 10 −5 ≤ γ ≤ 10 3 . Figure 4 shows the regression performance (with respect to MSE) with the combinations of the parameter values in SVR. Lighter colors indicate smaller errors. The figure shows that it needs to optimize the parameters for each distribution independently and there exists no single pair of parameters working well for all the distributions. We observed that SVR works better for heavy-tail distributions (i.e., Zipf and exponential distributions) showing MSE < 5.0 with the parameter tuning, but poorly works for the uniform distribution with large errors (MSE > 22.0) even at best.
2) Gaussian Process Regression (GPR): GPR has also been utilized for regression [25] and we take GPR into account to predict cache hit rates for individual distributions. We set it up with two kernels of a constant kernel configured with Constant Value (CV ) and a RBF kernel tuned with Length Scale (LS) [26] . The value ranges for CV and LS to search the optimal are: 0.0001 ≤ CV ≤ 1000 and 0.0001 ≤ LS ≤ 1 We examined both standard and MinMax scalers for SVR and GPR, and observed none of them outperforms the other completely.
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. Figure 5 shows the regression performance when using GPR across the parameter values. From the figure, LS shows a greater impact to the regression performance, and LS ≥ 1.0 works much better than the other. The trend is similar with SVR, showing lower prediction errors for the heavily skewed distributions. Overall, we observed no better performance from GPR compared to SVR.
3) Regression with Fully Connected Network (FCN):
The recent advances in deep learning has led to an introduction of many useful tools to implement learning models, promoting a wide adoption of the relevant techniques for many applications that require analyzing the data with a non-linear property. Another regression model we investigate in this study is based on a fully connected neural network (FCN in short). We examined the FCN architecture with the following considerations to evaluate their impacts on the accuracy of prediction:
• Network architecture: To keep it simple, we designed a basic form of the FCN architecture with a single hidden layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer examined in the experiment is {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}, while we set the number of neurons in the input layer to 20.
• Loss functions and regularization: Kernel regularizers play an important role to calculate penalties on layer parameters, which are then combined in the loss function to optimize the network. We evaluated L1 and L2 regu- larizers. We did not apply dropout and the expansion of training data for regularization. For the loss function, we compared Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and MSE (Mean Squared Error).
• Activation function: The activation function is the nonlinear transformation that determines which neurons are activated or not. We tested Sigmoid and ReLU, widely used in practice.
• Number of epochs: In an epoch, the training process performs forward and backward propagation over the entire dataset. Typically, a higher number of epochs is required for a complex dataset with a longer training time, and vice versa. We examined the impact of the number of epochs by setting the epoch time to one of {500, 1000, 2000, 4000}.
• Learning rate: This rate indicates the weights update strength in back-propagation in the gradient decent. Choosing this parameter is important for training since it may not converge with a too large value, while it will be slow to converge if the learning rate is too small. A typical value for learning rate is 1e-3, which also used in our experiments.
• Batch normalization: The normalization layer is a key element to update the weights between neurons; that is, the weights are normalized at each update to the network. Our FCN model improves the regression performance with a batch normalization layer. Figure 6 illustrates our FCN model. The input layer takes the input data containing three features of data size, cache size, and distribution parameter value. As mentioned, the Batch Normalization (BN) layer is a key to optimize the overall performance and we observed a significant performance improvement with this intermediate layer. We evaluated a set of structures with different numbers of hidden layers but observed insignificant performance gaps among them; for simplicity, we chose a single hidden layer structure. The output is the predicted cache hit rate. We employed Adam as the optimizer in the implementation [27] .
We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the impact of the parameters, including the number of neurons, number of epochs, activation functions (Sigmoid and ReLU), loss functions (MAE and MSE), and regularization (L1 and L2). Table VI shows the configuration performing the best for each distribution. Overall, we observed Sigmoid and L2 regularizer work slightly better than the other options. MAE works better for uniform and Zipf, whereas MSE is more a suitable choice The input layer takes the input data containing three features of data size, cache size, and distribution parameter value. We chose a single hidden layer structure based on our evaluation results. The output is the predicted cache hit rate.
for Gaussian and exponential. In our experiments, the number of neurons in the hidden layer do not make considerable impacts on the regression performance. We also observed that the epoch parameter has a slightly greater sensitivity than the number of neurons.
4) Comparison of Prediction Performance:
We next report the performance comparison for the three regression models. We present a subset of the experimental results due to the space reason, but the other results also show almost the same trend with insignificant differences. Figure 7 shows cache hit rates over different cache sizes, under the assumption of the uniform access. Figure 7 (a) and 7(b) assume 3 GB and 6 GB for the data size to be accessed, respectively. The x-axis shows the cache size per server (hence, the aggregated cache size is three times of the cache size per node as we assume three cache servers in our experiments). While the regression models work quite well, we can see that FCN slightly outperforms the others. Figure 7 (c) and 7(d) demonstrate cache hit rates for two tenants over the different cache size configurations with respect to the cache allocation ratio in the x-axis. That is, the ratio of 1:9 in x-axis indicates that 10% of the cache space is allocated to one tenant and the rest of the cache space (90% of the total space) is assigned to the other. The regression model used in this experiment is FCN. Figure 7 (c) compares the measured and predicted cache hit rates when using a 1 GB cache memory, while Figure 7 (d) shows the result with a 2 GB cache memory, under the assumption of the uniform access. The plots show the regression performs very well for two independent tenants. We also conducted a set of experiments for the nonuniform distributions and observed similar trends. We omit the presentation of the results due to the space reason. Table VII summarizes the best performance of each regression model, in which we can see that SVR and GPR work poorly for the uniform distribution. A simple FCN model works consistently outperforming the other techniques. In terms of the training and prediction complexities, FCN showed greater overheads than SVR and GPR. The FCN training complexity is quite high (with no use of GPUs) showing two orders of magnitudes higher. Although the prediction overhead for FCN is slightly greater than the others, we observed that a single prediction could be made within 0.26 sec on a commodity computer (equipped with Intel core i5).
C. Dynamic Cache Resizing
As a result of the cache hit rate prediction, the cache management function determines whether the cache space needs to be resized or not. The procedure for resizing the tenant cache space is straightforward with the given distribution d, as follows:
is returned from the tenant to the system; (iii) Otherwise, cache size for tenant k remains the same. Test case Distribution Data size Parameter
Here, δ parameters are configurable to consider safety margins. The worst scenario is no more cache space available in the system in case (i); if this is the case, we assume that the system needs to install more resources to expand the cache space in the system to meet the SLA goals for the entire tenants.
IV. EVALUATION
We designed a set of experiments to validate the operation of the dynamic cache management with the presented estimation and prediction functions in the previous section. In this section, we report our evaluation results conducted on a real cluster system, with (1) the synthetic traces based on different distributions, and (2) the YCSB benchmark tool. We first describe the experimental settings, and then discuss the experimental results with the metrics of cache hit rate and response time to measure the performance.
A. Experimental Settings
We conducted our experiments in a computing cluster (elephant.tamuc.edu) that consists of 27 nodes mounted in a rack. Each node consists of 4 CPU cores, 8 GB memory, and 2 TB hard disk storage. The nodes are interconnected via a Gigabit Ethernet switch. We installed Apache Ignite 1.8.0 [13] and MariaDB [28] as the in-memory cache infrastructure and the backend DBMS, respectively. We configured three nodes for the in-memory cache service, each of which is configured with 6 GB cache space, and hence, the total cache space is 18 GB in the system. Apache Ignite provides a set of built-in eviction methods including FCFS and LRU, and we simply chose LRU for cache replacement. One node is dedicated as a database server with MariaDB. Figure 8 illustrates the procedure for experiments, the main objective of which is to see if the proposed dynamic cache management is effective to meet the tenant's QoS requirement based on the data access pattern and the specified cache hit rate requirement. We assume that the data size is 3 GB for the tenant and the required cache hit rate is 80% at minimum. The initial cache size is 0.1 GB/node (i.e., 0.3 GB/system with three cache servers). Each experiment consists of N queries with a certain distribution (to generate keys), and N =1 million by default. For each query, the get(key) operation is invoked to look up the cache. In case of cache miss, the backend server is accessed to retrieve the entry associated with the given key from the database, and the put(key,val) operation is executed to add a new entry to the cache. Once M queries are serviced, the system performs the estimation and prediction functions to see if resizing of cache space is needed. We set M = N 2 in our experiment to compare the performance before and after the event of cache resizing. Since the initial cache size is too small (0.3 GB) compared to the data size (3 GB), cache resizing will be triggered to meet the desired performance requirement. Note that the distribution estimation is performed with the KS-test and the prediction takes place using the FCN model, described in the previous section. The parameter values used for FCN can be found from Table VI.
B. Experiments with Synthetic Traces
We first present the experimental results conducted with a set of synthetic traces with different distribution models. For the experiments, we installed Yardstick-ignite as a benchmark tool. Yardstick-Ignite provides 8 types of benchmark tests, and we utilized PutGetTxBenchmark providing transactional distributed cache put and get operations. Table VIII shows the test cases prepared for the experiments with the synthetic data. As noted earlier, the data sets used for training and testing are disjoint without any overlaps, as summarized in Table IV  and Table V . Thus, the data size (3 GB) and the distribution parameter values used for testing were chosen from outside the training data sets. Figure 9 shows the cache hit rates before and after the cache resizing. In the figure, "optimal" resizes the cache based on the measurement data without relying on the prediction, while "predicted" manages the cache based on our prediction procedure. For the prediction, we set the safety margin to 5% (i.e., δ=0.05) based on the observation that the max difference between the measured and predicted hit rates is less than 0.05. With the safety margin, our prediction-based cache management will try to adjust the cache size to make the predicted hit rate to be (80 + δ)% at minimum.
From the figure, the initial hit rates are very low. Based on the estimation of the access distribution and the prediction of the hit rate, the cache size is adjusted at n=500,000 queries, and the cache hit rates jump up to over 80% on average. The figure shows that the prediction works very well and allocates a slightly greater space for the cache compared to optimal (0.1 GB greater on average), due to the safety margin. Figure 10 shows the corresponding response time over the number of queries. In the initial warm up phase, the response time is very high since there is no entry in cache and every operation triggers the database access. As soon as the entire cache space is filled in, the average response time becomes stable. We can see that the response time significantly goes down after the cache is resized at n=500,000. The response time based on the prediction is slightly lower than optimal, since the prediction-based resizing allocates the more space to cache (and hence, with greater hit rates). Table IX and Table X summarize the experimental results with the four synthetic data sets. We can see that our estimation process is able to identify the exact distribution and the associated parameter value. In the table, the measured hit rate and response time stand for the cache hit rate and response time after resizing the cache space based on the predicted cache size information, which meet the required hit rates.
We next assume consecutive changes of the data access patterns over time. In this experiment, the estimation process takes place at every 10,000 queries. If any pattern change is identified, the cache prediction process is activated and the cache space is reallocated if needed. The injected trace includes four different distributions in order: (1) exponential (λ=0.9), (2) Zipf (ρ=1.1), (3) uniform, and (4) Gaussian (σ=1.3). The initial cache size allocated is 0.1 GB, and the required hit rate is 80%. We simply set δ=0.0 (i.e., no safety margin) in this experiment. The following lists the the events and observations over the temporal pattern changes:
(i) At x=0, the initial pattern follows exponential (λ=0.9); (ii) At x=10,000, the cache is resized to 0.7 GB (from 0.1 GB); (iii) At x=250,000, the pattern is changed to Zipf (ρ=1.1); (iv) At x=260,000, the cache size is reduced to 0.3 GB; (v) At x=500,000, the pattern is changed to uniform; (vi) At x=510,000, the cache size increases to 1.4 GB; (vii) At x=750,000, the pattern is changed to Gaussian (σ =1.3); (viii) At x=760,000, the cache size is changed to 1.1 GB. Figure 11 demonstrates the dynamic cache management over time. Initially, the system identifies the access pattern and resizes the cache space to 0.7 GB to meet the QoS requirement. Although the cache space is adjusted at x=10,000, it takes a time to warm up the cache as shown in the figure. At every time that the access pattern is changed, we can see the degra- dation of the cache hit rate, but the performance is restored by dynamically resizing the cache space. At x=260,000 the cache size becomes shrunk (from 0.7 GB to 0.3 GB), but
we can see that the cache hit rate meets the requirement. Figure 11 (b) shows the corresponding response time over the temporal changes. (1) exponential (λ=0.9), (2) Zipf (ρ=1.1), (3) uniform, and (4) Gaussian (σ=1.3). The initial cache size is 0.1 GB, the required hit rate is 80%, and δ=0.
C. Experiments with YCSB
We next report the experimental results conducted with YCSB, a benchmark tool widely used for evaluating the performance for RDBMS and NoSQL [6] , [12] . We slightly modified this benchmark tool to perform the experiments as specified in the experimental procedure in Figure 8 . Figure 12 demonstrates the cache hit rate and response time experimented with the YCSB tool. As the experiments with the synthetic traces, we initially allocate 0.1 GB/node for the cache space, and the estimation and prediction take place at n=500,000. With the initial cache space, the cumulative cache hit rate is 53.7% and the average response time is 4.46 msec. With the estimation process, the distribution is identified as Zipf with ρ=1.0. As a result of the prediction through FCN, the cache is resized to 0.8 GB/node. The observed cache hit rate is 80.9% with 2.10 msec of average response time after resizing.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The in-memory cache has been widely employed to improve data access performance in a cloud. Despite its importance, the past studies were largely limited with the lack of welldefined models for the estimation of data access patterns and the prediction of cache performance for the access pattern in question. In this paper, we proposed a learning-based approach to dynamic caching in a cloud to meet the per-tenant QoS requirement. We first presented an estimation method that approximates the data access pattern to one of four distribution models of uniform, Gaussian, exponential, and Zipf, based on the KS test. We observed that our estimation method works well with a high degree of accuracy even with a small number of query samples (≥ 200 samples), which should be beneficial for responding to the temporal pattern changes in a timely manner. We next presented the evaluation results of a set of regression methods including SVR, GPR, and FCN, to predict the cache hit rate based on the estimated access pattern. From the experiments, we observed that the FCN model outperforms the others across the distributions. Finally, we evaluated our dynamic cache management method with an extensive set of synthetic traces and the YCSB benchmark. The evaluation results show that the proposed method consistently optimizes the cache space, while preserving the tenant's QoS requirement.
The cloud cache management consists of a set of functions and this work focused on the problem of cache space optimization. Another important function in the cache management is cache eviction that has a significant impact on the data access performance. In this work, we simply assumed LRU as the eviction policy but the estimated access pattern would be the helpful information to improve the hit rate. A planned future work is to investigate adaptive methods for cache eviction over access pattern changes.
